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01. Tautomerism
Tautomerism and Desmotropism
Tautomerism was introduced by “Laar”. It’s also called desmotropism.
Ÿ Desmotroism means bond turning. [Desmos = Bond ; Tropos = Turn]
Ÿ Tautomers have same molecular formula but different structural formula due to wandering
nature of active hydrogen between two atoms.
Ÿ The tautomerism is also called kryptomerism or allotropism or desmotropism or dynamic
isomerism.
Conditions for tautomerism
Ÿ Presence of groups like >C = O, –N = O, >C = N– & α-H with respect to these groups.
Ÿ In order for conversion of a keto form to its enol form it must have an α-hydrogen (i.e.,
hydrogen attached to the carbon adjacent to the carbonyl group).

Keto – Enol Tautomerism
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

When the tautomers exist in the two forms keto & enol then, such type of tautomerism
is called keto-Enol tautomerism.
It was discovered by the scientist ‘Knorr’ in 1911 in acetoacetic ester.
The Keto means the compound has a Keto group >C = O, and the enol form has both
double bond and OH (hydroxy) group joined to the same carbon.

Example

Condition for Tautomerism
(a) For carbonyl compounds : Carbonyl compounds having at least one α-OH show
tautomerism.
(i)

3 α H,

show tautomerism.

(ii)

6 α H,

show tautomerism.

(iii)

1 α H,

show tautomerism.

(iv)

No α H, No tautomerism.

(v)

No α H, No tautomerism.

(b) For nitro compounds : Nitro compounds having at least one α – H show tautomerism.

Note : Nitro compounds with at least one α–H are soluble in NaOH.
(c)

are tautomers [also Functional isomers] while
are only Functional isomers.

(d)

and H—O—N=O are tautomers.

Enol Content
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Enol content ∝ number of >C = O group.
If number of >C = O groups are equal then proportional to number of α–H.
Group –OH attached to sp2 carbon or double bond is less stable or unstable.
More active H, more take part in tautomerism.
Stability of enol form depends on
w Resonance
w H–Bond.

In aqueous solution

In liquid state

